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The numerous absences and silences within formal archives, reflected in schol-

arship on black queer cultural productions and the contributions by black queer 

artists, impel us to parse the characteristics and genealogy of black queer aesthet-

ics and art.1 At the same time, however, there is a lack of language to define what 

is, ultimately, a vast and various field of practices and influences that cannot be 

pinned down to essential identities. Here I understand “black” and “queer” as 

nonstatic, strategic identities that mark community and erotic practices. For the 

purposes of this meditation, the work I discuss is marked by (1) its presence in 

defined black queer spaces and/or (2) the claiming of questions of the body and 

queer states of being by the artists. This meditation is a review of two tempo-

rally bound art events — DASH: Metaphor and Connection and the Ghetto Bien-

nale — that took place in two disparate locations in 2009. In discussing these 

events, I am also meditating on questions of black queer aesthetics. 

Discussions of black queer aesthetics are often grounded in analyses of 

historiographical methods — in other words, what artists do with history in the 

making/remaking/performance/reperformance of the self; discursive analysis, 

where all modes of artistic production are rendered as text and can include writ-

ten language, visual language, or the body in performance; and an expansion and 

refashioning of the parameters of what is queer and black through examinations 

of the identity politics and practices.2 However frustrated by the dangers of essen-

tialism inherent to them, these modes of theorizing black queer aesthetics can also 
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prove a useful and fertile ground for uncovering how artists intentionally perform 

and transform the meanings of identities for social critique and social change. The 

artists — and the art spaces — I discuss here are not directly engaged in questions 

of identity politics in their work. Rather, they take identity as a given background 

to their questions of how memory functions in consideration of what it means  

to be human.

I have also chosen to read these two events and some of the presented works 

within a larger framework of what I call Vodoun aesthetics. Within Vodoun, resur-

rections are the conceptual mapping of time and space onto material bodies for the 

reperformance of history, in the present, as the present. In Vodoun ritual, the lwas 

(the term given to the life force when represented anthropomorphically) are the 

forces that permit the transmutation of time through the vehicle of blood and flesh 

for changing space, history, and memory. Maya Deren writes, “In Vodoun, neither 

man nor matter is divine. A lwa is an intelligence, a relationship of man to mat-

ter.”3 History is the present- future- past, and its enactment in the material realm 

reinscribes space with new possibilities and meanings. Art grounded in Vodoun 

aesthetics participates and works in the construction of history by employing the 

practices of embodiment and rupture, where embodiment results from repeated 

gestures, acts, and interactions that reinscribe intangible beings into physical 

bodies and multiple layers of meaning into confined space, and rupture is the 

primary methodology of ontological reorientation in both time and space. Rupture 

and embodiment can be conceptualized in what Rachel Beauvoir- Dominique has 

identified as the “deconstruction of emotion, rhythm, space and time.”4 By anchor-

ing memory and imagination in the material (the body, found objects, etc.), the 

artist renders history and its detritus — the waste (“refusé,” as LeGrace Benson 

calls it) generated by what is no longer meaningful or necessary.5 This anchoring 

in the materiality of art is a process of inscribing memory through form. It is also 

a process that ruptures the temporality of ritual: the sacred time that expands and 

contracts through song, dance, prayer, and evocations is marked by material forms 

that live beyond what the body and the breath contain.  

The focus of this meditation centers the discussion that follows within a 

framework in which the alteration of time and space are necessary givens. It is not 

possible to discuss DASH and the Ghetto Biennale as black queer texts/spaces/

performances/projects without understanding that time and space are already 

different within the construction of these events. This is especially significant 

because of what takes place in the minds and bodies of the participating artists as 

articulated by them directly or exemplified by the art they create. All of the works 
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I discuss here are made by artists, by what James Baldwin has defined as those 

whose “role . . . is to illuminate that darkness, blaze roads through that vast forest; 

so that we will not, in all our doing, lose sight of its purpose, which is, after all, to 

make the world a more human dwelling place.”6 These artists use a range of mate-

rials to transform space and, in particular, to transform the possibilities for black 

queer bodies within space. They do so, as many of them will tell you, because they 

must. They do so because art is an act of creation and a vehicle for resurrecting 

memory, future potentialities, refusé, and the human self.  

Under the overarching framework of Vodoun aesthetics, I am also discuss-

ing the intersections between refusé and afro- futurism — a term originally coined 

by Mark Dery and expanded on by many, but greatly by Alondra Nelson.7 Both 

frameworks come together in this meditation through the practice of collapsing 

metaphorical and material time in bodies and specified spaces. This collapse of 

time, if considered under the rubric of Vodoun aesthetics (which, I should clarify, 

is my choice to engage, rather than the underlying assumption of any of the works 

presented in either DASH or the Ghetto Biennale), generates the possibility of a 

common language between artistic practices across the (queer) (black) diaspora. 

Though common language may not be of interest or serve the purposes of any art-

ist, I believe there is merit to generating recognition in the face of invisibility. 

I begin with how queer black artists attempt to grapple with the invis-

ibility generated by the lack of clearly marked spaces that reflect their embodied 

erotic or social experiences; spaces that visibly and tangibly welcome, respect, 

or celebrate divergent and nonnormative erotic orientations; or bodies that move 

outside class-  and racially bound heteronormative expectations. This invisibility 

and silencing that marks the majority of experiences for black queer artists is 

also the impetus for the creation and re- creation of the self and of worlds that 

will sustain the self. This invisibility, as much as it denies what exists, also cre-

ates the space for the unexplained: perpetual possibilities in which the gaze, the 

desire, the subject can be revealed as queer, or even as black.8 Black queer artists 

reconfigure the relationship between history and the self, between the self and the 

future. The future also serves as a tool for defining the present; envisioning queer 

futures allows for “alternative worlds” or, as Judith Halberstam has theorized, an 

ever- expansive rendering of “the time at hand.”9 Considering invisibility and tem-

porality as simultaneous conceptual structures, it is possible to say that black 

queer aesthetics is informed by the creation of time out of nothing as much as the 

creation of memory out of the unexplained.10 Without robbing Vodoun rituals or 

artistic processes of their power, this meditation aims to facilitate an expansive 
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engagement with questions of aesthetics in discussing witnessed performances of 

blackness, queerness, and art.

dasH

Torkwase Dyson, the curator of DASH: Metaphor and Connection dedicates her 

own work to “preemptive art” — art that answers questions we have yet to imag-

ine. She intentionally pushes her own creative process to procure sounds, smells, 

tastes, textures that, as of yet, have not even existed, and, in so doing, inherently 

engages with the question of what existence is. Her interest in curating DASH 

arises from a desire to explore what can exist through the vehicle of collaboration 

between artists and writers. What, she asks, can come into existence that has 

never before existed? What are the material manifestations of conversations, new 

systems of information, and interdisciplinary cultural production? Dyson’s cho-

sen sites include conferences and other impermanent and transient spaces that 

provide an intellectual and shifting frame for producing new work. This shifting 

ground reveals the fissures inherent to artistic processes that are often concealed 

by the bound spaces of galleries. In DASH there is not one landing place but inter-

stitial scapes that artists must grapple with through their material, intellectual, 

and affective selves. These transient spaces are counterpoints to the usual “loca-

tions” of artistic collaboration: galleries, performance spaces, bienniales, exhibits, 

shows. In DASH there is no solid ground other than the one created by the artists 

themselves for the moment of time in which they are working. 

The primary organizing principle for DASH was an orchestrated collabo-

ration between pairs of artists: one writer and one visual artist or filmmaker. For 

the 2009 rendition of DASH — which took place during the conference “Fire & 

Ink” in Austin, Texas — Dyson chose three pairings: Ronaldo V. Wilson (writer) 

and Carl Pope (visual artist), Nalo Hopkinson (writer) and M. Asli Dukan (film-

maker), and Tisa Bryant (writer) and Wura- Natasha Ogunji (visual artist).11 Each 

pair was asked to develop a new piece of work that engaged the aesthetics and 

primary artistic inquiries of each artist in the pair. In one evening, we were privy 

to a flying Ife head, black vampires, the tearing back of black flesh to expose the 

pink tendons of an arm, and a body made malleable and vulnerable through the 

purposeful generation of sweat, dirt, and tears.12 What was surprising to me as 

an audience member was that artists whose approaches, forms, and questions are 

so different generated conceptual overlaps. These included temporal dislocations, 

reembodied blackness (black bodies flying, reappearing/disappearing, melting 

into words, sweating, crying, becoming), yearnings for memory and language with 
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which to illuminate notions of human experience as of yet unexposed, and a bend-

ing or breaking of the rules of this world to expose what could be possible. The 

implications of this overlap, of course, are contradictory — as well they should be. 

All of the bodies presented in the works of art transcended their material limita-

tions as a way to reconfigure the material limits of space and render it impotent, 

and to resurrect the self through notions of spirits, other beings, and deterioration.     

Though Vodoun was not explicitly present in the works of the DASH art-

ists, analyzing the bodies of works through a framework of Vodoun aesthetics 

allows for the rendering of common language and conceptual landing points. For 

example, in Ogunji’s work, when the Ife head — a birdlike creature embodied by 

Ogunji — flew through the air, a ripple of laughter passed through the audience. 

Ife’s flight mimicked the descent of the Yoruba gods into the material world, and 

in a moment of recognition, the audience also took flight, imagining ourselves 

descending into being, becoming what was not existent just before, our laughter 

a soundtrack marking the creation of time in artistic space: like drums marking 

time in ritual. As Tisa Bryant responded, “She enters the world on cue, in her 

favorite clothes, undeniably in her body, watched by everyone, by no one but God, 

only seen through her own eye. She projects herself onto the world, in her mind, 

that cinema that must include her.”13

In their dyad, Dukan’s black vampires were also put in conversation with 

Hopkinson’s duppies, wolfies, and other “skin folk” — “people who aren’t what 

they seem. Skin gives these folk their human shape. Peel it off, and their true 

selves emerge. . . . And whatever burdens their skins had borne, once they remove 

them, they can fly.”14 The audience members murmured, moaned, and clicked 

their tongues, again in recognition of all those who “done seen dat,” or “be dat” 

themselves. Dukan’s engagement with black vampires was not just an allusion to 

and eliciting of racialized and racist renderings of black female sexuality in cin-

ema, of the “bloodsuckers” who steal people in the night. Her reading, next to 

Hopkinson’s skin folk, was also a marking of the alternative ways in which sexu-

ally deviant racialized bodies alter the terrains of heteronormative narrative struc-

tures. Together with Hopkinson, Dukan was making the tensions between sex and 

violence visible, specifically as they manifest on sexually deviant (black) bodies. 

To imagine ourselves as skin folk, to consider the dangers of our individual and 

collective desires, is to recognize the potential of our desires to unmask the vio-

lence historically and materially enacted on our bodies. To imagine the possibility 

of our flight is to create the possibility of alternative material realities in the now 

and the future.   

In the dyad between Pope and Wilson, there was the ritualistic centering 
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of a black gay man as he confronted his own physical limits in front of another 

black gay man’s unyielding gaze. How often is there public witness to this vulner-

ability between black (gay) men? Wilson stretched and bent, turned and folded 

in front of Pope’s camera. They were in the grungy darkness of a garage. We, the 

audience, watched Wilson’s body break down into sweat, into filth, until he could 

do nothing more than melt onto the garage floor, crying. He exhausted himself in 

the ritual of becoming, offered his body as a path — a moving, shifting vèvè (ritual 

markings made on the ground that serve as paths for the descent of the lwas into 

ritual space) so that we could learn the weight of our (collective) breath. This age-

less ritual, reminiscent of Damballah’s dance around the poto mitan, was, in this 

case, enacted in front of Pope’s camera. This dance, transformed and transposed, 

remade the world. 

My choice, then, to consider the works generated and presented for DASH 

alongside the works generated for and as a result of the Ghetto Biennale, comes 

out of a desire to expand the fields in which we discuss black queer aesthetics to 

explicitly delineate their transnational context. To do so, I use the metaphor of 

the poto mitan — the ceremonial center pole — to locate how my body connects 

two spaces that, put into conversation with each other, reveal new insights into 

black queer aesthetics. The fact of my witness to these two artistic engagements 

means that I can make visible and mark — in the languages of history, memory, 

and inquiry — the desires, the gazes, the subjects, and the possibilities of black 

queer existence. My own crossing of space through time puts the shifting grounds 

of “Fire & Ink” in relationship to the shifting grounds of the Ghetto Biennale.

ghetto biennale

André Eugène, Jean Hérard Celeur, Myronn Beasley, and Leah Gordon, artis-

tic and scholarly collaborators, framed the Ghetto Biennale around the ques-

tion: “What happens when first world art rubs up against third world art? Does it 

bleed?” They intentionally created a “contact zone”: a “social space where dispa-

rate cultures meet, clash and grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetri-

cal conditions of domination and subordination,” with the self- conscious mission 

of uprooting and examining traditional relationships of power through artistic 

practice and production.15 The Ghetto Bienniale, the organizers argued, was about 

reclaiming the biennial model for artists traditionally marginalized by globalized 

market forces. Bringing together twenty- one international artists with thirty- nine 

Grand Rue artists (including four master artists) in December 2009 in Port- au- 

Prince, Haiti, the Ghetto Biennale led to the creation and exposition of numerous 
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major works based in and engaged with the material and social context of the 

Grand Rue — one of Port- au- Prince’s poorest areas, characterized by the massive 

influx of people occupying public buildings, what Barbara Prézeau- Stephenson 

has termed a “ ‘theater of the atrocious’ . . . a matrix, a home, a workshop and 

a bearing.”16 The emergent relationships and artistic productions of the Ghetto 

Biennale generated new “translocal circuits of exchange that subvert[ed] the 

nation- state through connective flows that translate across cultural differences.”17 

These artistic, cultural, and economic exchanges included materials, gestures, 

sounds, languages, and desires.

On December 16, 2009, I made my way from the Hotel Oloffson down 

to the Grand Rue; I was accompanied by several of the international artists who 

were staying at the Oloffson for the ten days of the Biennale. The first thing I saw 

as I stepped out of the car was an enormous statue, which Richard Arthur Flem-

ing best describes as “a twenty- foot figure of rusted, welded iron, part abandoned 

bedspring, part truck chassis, sprouting an immense vibrating phallus made from 

a length of log fixed into the coil of a big rig’s shock absorber.”18 I immediately 

recognized this sculpture as Papa Legba by the telltale hat on his head, the large 

“cane” that he held, and his placement at the entrance to the Grand Rue exhi-

bition area.19 Right in front of him was a structure resembling a Haitian coun-

try house, only instead of the usual palm wood sideboards and tin roof, it was 

made completely out of discarded water bags that held potable water, soda bottles, 

and other trash that is habitually strewn across the city. The front of the church  

was decorated with a mask made out of an old bleach container, painted over  

and decorated.

The Ghetto Biennale was launched with rara music and dancing, the ani-

mation of bodies in the public space of the open- air galleries: crumbling walls of 

old, abandoned buildings that had been transformed into exhibit space. Soon after 

I crossed the threshold, I was lost in the intense maze of metal, rubber, and refuse 

that was piled across the space, my eyes confused by what Kobena Mercer has 

described as “African Diasporic Baroque — the classical falling away of simplic-

ity, the artificiality of stylistic excess, and the covering of loss of control through 

the rendering of spectacular surfaces.”20 Among the assemblage of cybernetic 

limbs, iron phalluses, tin jaws, and oil drum hauntings were the works of other 

artists: a tattoo parlor, photographs in the style of Malik Sidibe, paintings, Vodoun 

flags, murals, and sculptures of other materials. 

Of the Ghetto Biennale artists who worked within the bustle generated by 

Eugène, Celeur, Loko, and Dodi, there are two works I focus on: the bodysuit by 

Jacquenette Arnette, an African American visual artist, and the flags made by 
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Ebony Patterson, a Jamaican visual artist. I am choosing to focus on the work of 

these two artists because of how the content engages not only the material context 

of the Grand Rue but also the larger question of black queer aesthetics to which 

this essay speaks.

Arnette’s piece most closely approximated the tearing of flesh. That bleed-

ing that the Ghetto Biennale organizers referenced became visible not just in met-

aphorical terms but also within the materiality of the piece itself. For the Ghetto 

Biennale, Arnette constructed a full- length bodysuit (approximately six feet), its 

shell made out of plastic shopping bags from stores in Miami (where she lived). 

She had worn the bodysuit on the airplane from Miami to Port- au- Prince, and 

when she arrived, she cut it off, immediately exposing the body’s interior and vul-

nerability. She proceeded to stuff the bodysuit’s shell with plastic garbage she 

found on the street on or near the Grand Rue. She then knit a host of organs for 

the bodysuit out of yarn she had brought with her. Days before the Ghetto Bien-

nale opening, she was in the lobby of the Hotel Oloffson, knitting a uterus. When 

I asked her why a uterus, she said, “Because I want to create a balance to all the 

male energy at the Grand Rue.”21 When she was done with the uterus (complete 

with vagina and clitoris), she chose to hang the bodysuit in the air, off the side of a 

building behind the big Legba sculpture.

The bodysuit was as eerie as a vampire: it was a large, hanging female 

body devoid of head, hands, and limbs, suspended by ropes and on which the 

organs sat, exposed, red, and raw. Within two hours of hanging the suit, the knit-

ted clitoris inverted itself, undoing a clear reading of sex onto the attenuated body 

on top of which it rested and firmly placing the piece within a Vodoun lexicon. 

Many Vodoun lwas are said to be of both sexes, but specifically Legba is said to 

carry the sexual organs of males and females. Therefore it was quite apropos that 

the bodysuit, hanging behind Legba, would transform itself in this way and thus 

render a marked, singular sex untenable. The bodysuit marked the location in 

which expected notions of sexual normativity were ruptured by the instability of 

materiality that transformed the moving, hanging body into a new kind of being.

In contrast to the bustle behind Papa Legba, turning the corner through 

a narrow alleyway, I encountered a small square room that had been converted 

into an altar by Ebony Patterson. On the walls were five delicate silk scarves on 

which had been printed images of well- known Jamaican gangstas. Each gangsta 

was dressed and transformed into a female lwa (and child lwa). There was Madame 

Brigitte, the two Erzulies (Freda and Dantò), Ayida Wedo, and the Marassa. Each 

gangsta- turned- lwa was decorated with sequins, boas, and bling: flashy silver and 

gold jewelry that stood out against the flowery background on which their images 
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had been printed. Along the ground, piles of flowers, toys, candies, and candles 

were set out in their honor. These pieces riff on Kehinde Wiley’s heroic portraits 

of contemporary black men set in the postures of European saints but redirect our 

gaze to a specifically Caribbean pantheon of gods and artistic ancestors. Patter-

son’s pieces are based in and incorporate the tradition of Vodoun flags, sequined 

portrayals of the lwas.

When asked why she chose to make these pieces, Patterson responded that 

she was curious, as a Jamaican, about the fluidity of gender in Haitian Vodoun 

and wanted to understand how it might be possible to make men known for their 

extreme masculinity into more feminine beings. She also expressed her desire to 

make goddesses out of men who are more often portrayed as criminals, as a way to 

rehumanize them.22 Patterson’s assertion that the deviant black body must become 

divine to once again become human exposes the rigid cartographies that black 

queer beings encounter. Her pieces highlight the notion that we are not inherently 

human or divine but must become so through a self- creation fashioned through 

artistic processes. These artistic processes expose the relationships between bod-

ies and matter, between time and materiality, and render the metaphorical bodies 

of the gods/other beings into material avenues for resurrecting the black queer 

human. For Patterson, the metaphorical bodies of gods transform the material 

bodies of criminalized men into human beings who are fully constituted by their 

specifically feminized masculinity and, thus, become whole.

the future of the present past

In a context where the future is constantly in battle with the present, primarily 

because of precarious life circumstances, making life out of death is what one 

does. Yet the assemblage of materials utilized by the Grand Rue artists is a radi-

cal critique of what the future portends. The future, much as the present, and 

much as the past, is materially and metaphorically located in the remains of the 

dead. The forces of life above ground require a firm rooting in the grounds where 

the dead reside. Art in this context is a grappling with the refusé in all of its 

potential for giving life: affective, spiritual, and material.

In Vodoun, life and death are embodied in the Gédé — the living spirits of 

the dead, the mediators between death and the erotic generation of life. LeGrace 

Benson writes, “The Gédé are not an extinct family who left some garments for 

latterly others to wear at Halloween. They are the lively, antic spirits of death and 

sex, conductors of the passages into and out of this visible life. Gédé lives.”23 Like 

Wilson’s dance into deterioration, like the Ife head’s flight or like the vampires 
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and skin folk from DASH, the Gédé act as “antic spirits” that dance between the 

realms of the dead, in the erotics of sex that reproduces life not by creating other 

life but by resurrecting the self into a visible erotic being capable of desire, pain, 

and flight. In Vodoun it is the embodiment of the gods by the living that queers 

gender and sexuality. In black queer aesthetics, the queer erotics of artistic prac-

tices make the gods visible so that the living may be reclaimed from the dead. 

Memories and bodies are ruptured by the Gédé, by artists — who transform infer-

tile grounds into gardens and bring the invisible into sharp focus.

The aesthetics employed in the works of the Grand Rue artists are 

inscribed within a larger circulation of Vodoun and an aesthetic process that 

Donald Consentino terms mélange — where “taxonomies slip, roles reverse, ends 

become means” in a process of constant accumulation and transformation.24 

Beauvoir- Dominique describes the “magician artist [as] a centralizing figure, 

[who] directly regroups the latent violence of the community, diffusing charges 

amplified by the very fact of their immediate centralization.”25 To understand an 

artistic process grounded in Vodoun, one must understand that death is necessary 

for life, that it is the body of the living initiate who brings the dead into a careful 

dance that allows for the continuation and regeneration of life. Therefore, to com-

prehend an artist’s assertion that his or her art has “made this man live again” is 

to acknowledge that the artist acts as a vessel between the worlds of ancestors and 

the forces of life and death, between the invisible world of the lwas and the mate-

rial reality around them. And it is to understand that resurrection is an acknowl-

edgment of the cyclical nature of time and that material reality is transformed by 

ruptures in the bounded yet porous systems of time and space. 

 Benson writes, “Nothing is ever totally discarded in Haiti. . . . Whatever 

defies disintegration becomes another state of being.”26 What is also embedded 

in these sculptures, besides the human skulls, is the detritus of industrial pro-

duction: scrap metal from cars, discarded glass jars and cans found floating in 

the trash amassing itself around the ghetto, old hats and shoes jettisoned from 

someone’s closet in the global North onto the (seemingly absorptive) shores of the 

global South. Gordon writes of the Grand Rue artists, “Their muscular sculptural 

collages of engine manifolds, computer entrails, TV sets, medical debris, skulls 

and discarded lumber transforms the detritus of a failing economy into deranged, 

post- apocalyptic totems.”27 But here, in the Ghetto Biennale and DASH, there is 

no apocalypse, no final end point in time.

The art from the Ghetto Biennale addresses time through the accumula-

tion of objects; DASH artists collapse time inside their bodies. Through accu-

mulation or collapse, the ever- present now is the future is the past is the pres-
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ent, is all at once.  At the heart of all creation is the creation/re- creation of the 

self through creation itself. The Ghetto Biennale makes a point of giving meaning 

to the space of the Grand Rue through a logic of refusé, of remaking what has 

been deemed dispensable (waste, black lives and bodies) into objects imbued with 

meaning, power, history, and life force.  In a similar way, the DASH artists give 

meaning to bodies as vehicles for the artistic process, as grounding mechanisms 

for articulating unforeseen possibilities. The Gédé dance between life and death, 

between what was not and what will be. The black queer aesthetics present in both 

spaces are multidirectional, moving inside the fissures of space and time, remak-

ing cartographies in the images of what has always been, rendering visible what 

is invisible. In zones of discomfort, dystopia, detritus, black queer bodies and 

their imaginary potentials are recuperated and restored, made visible through the 

cracks. Within this, an articulated black queer aesthetics ruptures expectations of 

all that has been, is, and will be. The world takes a new form, again.  
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